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Message

Please see attached notice of defect.

"This facsimile transmission is intended only for the Individual(s) named above. It may contain Information which Is legally privileged.  confidential. or otherwise protected from disclosure by law..Any use of this transmission by individuals other tha n those named 
above Is strictly prohibited. If you receive this transmission in error, please call the sending telephone number above immediately, 
and marl the oricinal transmission to us at the address set forth below, Thank you 

Framatome ANP, Inc.  
2101 Horn Rapids Road 
Richland, WA 99352 
(509) 375-8100
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Reportable Defect 

(i.) Name and address of the individual informing the Commission 
Jerald S. Holm, Manager, Product Licensing, Framatome ANP, 2101 Horn Rapids Road, 
Richland, WA 99352.  

(ii.) Identification of the facility, the activity, or the basic component supplied for such facility or such 
activity within the United States which fails to comply or contains a defect.  
The calculation of the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR), linear heat generation rate (LHGR), 
and maximum average planar linear heat generation rate (MAPLHGR) by the POWERPLEXG 
incore monitoring system.  

(iii.) Identification of the firm constructing the facility or supplying the basic component which falls to 
comply or contains a defect.  

Framatome ANP 

(iv.) Nature of the defect or failure to comply and the safety hazard which is created or could be 
created by such a defect or failure to comply.  
A 10 CFR Part 21 notification prepared by GE (SC02-15 dated October 4, 2002) identified a 
problem with orifice pressure loss coefficients used as input to the GE core monitoring system 
for BWR/6 reactors. BWRI6 reactors have core plate support beams in the lower plenum that 
may affect the pressure drop at the inlet to a fuel assembly. Assemblies may be adjacent to zero, one, or two core support beams depending on core location. The GE Part 21 notification 
states that the orifice loss coefficient for an assembly adjacent to two beams will be 20% higher 
than the loss coefficient for one adjacent beam and 40% higher than the loss coefficient without 
any adjacent beams.  
The GE core monitoring system uses average orifice loss coefficient values for all assemblies 
in the core with each orifice type. This was previously evaluated to be an acceptable 
assumption. A recent evaluation by GE for current fuel designs indicates that the assumption 
may be non-conservative by up to .01 in predicted MCPR.  
Framatome ANP provides incore monitoring system input decks for two BWR/6 reactors in the 
United States. A uniform orifice loss coefficient has been used in the past for each orifice type.  
The input does not reflect the variations in the orifice loss coefficients due to adjacent core 
support structure. Therefore, the concern identified for BWR/6 reactors using a GE core 
monitoring system applies to BWRJ6 reactors using the Framatome ANP POVVERPLEX incore 
monitoring system.  
Analyses have been performed to assess the impact of using position dependent orifice loss 
coefficients. Analyses were performed for the two BWRP6 reactors in the United States which use the POWERPLEX incore monitoring system. The analyses indicate for Grand Gulf that 
MCPR is non-conservatively over predicted by not more than 2% and that LHGR and 
MAPLHGR are non-conservatively under predicted by not more than 2%. The analyses 
indicate for River Bend that MCPR is non-conservatively over predicted by up to 1.2 %, that LHGR is non-conservatively under predicted by up to 0.7% and that MAPLHGR is non
conservatively under predicted by up to 0.6%.  

(v.) The date on which the information of such defect or failure to comply was obtained.  
Condition Report 10154 was prepared on October 11, 2002, and identified as a deviation.  

SPOWERPLEX is registered by Framatome ANP, Inc.
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(vi.) In the case of a basic component which fails to comply, the number and the k)cation of all such 
components in use at, supplied for, or being supplied for one or more facilities or activities 
subject to the regulations in this part.  
The POWERPLEX incore monitoring system in use at River Bend and Grand Gulf is impacted 
by this error.  

(vii.) The corrective action which has been, is being, or will be taken; the name of tMe individual or 
organization responsible for the action; and the length of time that has been or will be taken to 
complete the action.  
The affected plants have all been notified. As a compensatory measure it was recommended 
that the affected plants apply an administrative penalty on the allowed values of MCPR, LGHR, 
and MAPLHGR until the POWERPLEX incore monitoring input decks could be corrected. The 
POWERPLEX incore monitoring input decks have subsequently been modified to include the 
correct orifice loss coefficients. The plants are currently operating with correct orifice loss 
coefficients in the POWERPLEX incore monitoring system.  

(viii.) Any advice related to the defect orfailure to comply about the facility, activity, or basic 
component that has been, is being, or will be given to purchasers or licensees.  

See (vii) above.
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